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Isvolsky was now in a miserable position. He had just arrived in 1908
Paris to start his negotiations about the Straits when he received a ge *Mfl
brief intimation from Aehrenthal that circumstances had com-
pelled hirn to take action without delay. He now found himself
under the necessity of pursuing as a solitary adventure a project
which he had intended to wrap up as part of an all-round scheme for
the pacification of South-east Europe. The French were benevolent
and sympathetic, but told him that British consent was an indis-
pensable condition. He therefore came to London in the second
week of October, and,both Asquith and Grey saw him and had long
and searching talks with him. He declared himself in favour of the
Conference, but as a preliminary to it, asked for a promise from us
that we would not oppose the opening of the Straits, for which he
was confident he could obtain the consent of the other Powers.
The records of these conversations have been published by Lord
Grey,1 and are included among the British Documents. In the
result the Cabinet decided, as Asquith reported to the King on 12th
October, that M. Isvolsky should be informed " (1) that in our
opinion it is highly inopportune to raise this question at the present
juncture, and (2) that public opinion in Great Britain would not
support any Government which, for no consideration to us,
abandoned what has always been regarded here as a valuable
Treaty right. The proper consideration of course would be that we
and other nations should have a reciprocal right of ingress to the
Black Sea."
Two days later Sir Edward Grey, after again seeing M. Isvolsky,
reported that there were grounds for thinking that Russia might
agree to an arrangement on this basis and said that the Russian
Minister's assurances, especially about the Anglo-Russian Con-
vention and the Afghan situation, were most satisfactory. But, as the
sequel proved, the reciprocal right of ingress and egress was by no
means what M. Isvolsky had in mind, and the British attitude
combined with the objection of the Turks put an end to this project.
The British Cabinet meanwhile held firmly to its view that the
annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina should not be recognised until
it was ratified by a Conference of the Powers. But by this time
Germany was firmly behind Austria in declining the Conference and
sanctioning the annexation.
In his Guildhall speech on 9th November (his first as Prime
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